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REF. SIT7235

€700,000 Apartment - Sold
4-bedroom apartment to buy in a beachfront residential complex, Sitges
Spain »  Barcelona »  Sitges »  Can Girona / Terramar / Vinyet / Can Pei »  08870

4
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

140m²
Floorplan  

70m²
Terrace  

70m²
Garden

+34 935 952 550 sitges@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Major, 34, Sitges, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing
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OVERVIEW

Modern seafront apartment for sale in Terramar, one of
the most desirable beachfront residential complexes in
Sitges.

This 4-bedroom apartment is in a beachfront location in Terramar, one of Sitges most
desirable beach front residential complexes. With the centre of Sitges just a 15-
minute walk away and many good restaurants close by, this is an excellent location
on Barcelona's south coast. The apartment receives abundant natural light including
sunlight in the winter.

A modern property with 4 double bedrooms, this could be an ideal family home,
second residence or investment opportunity given its desirable location and
characteristics. The living-dining area has direct access to the garden whilst the
kitchen leads out onto the 70m² terrace.

The excellent communal areas include 8 swimming pools, fountains and gardens
right on the seafront. There is also a parking space large enough for 2 cars and a
storage room.

lucasfox.com/go/sit7235

Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden,
Concierge service, Lift, Natural light,
Marble flooring, Parking, Walk-in wardrobe,
Utility room, Transport nearby,
Storage room, Security, Pet-friendly,
Heating, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Built-in wardrobes, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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